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About This Game

Big Fish Editor's Choice! This title was chosen for its high standard of quality and amazingly positive reviews from our Game
Club beta testers.

Mariaglorum, the makers of the Mystery of the Ancient series, invite you to take on another case as the top detective for the
League of Light!

When a fellow agent goes missing near the mountain town of Stoneville, you are sent by the League of Light to find her. But
you quickly realize this is no ordinary town... Strange rock formations appear out of nowhere, and objects in your hands turn to

stone before your very eyes! The village has been cut off from the world for years with no explanation. Why did the
townspeople isolate themselves? What terrible secret were they hiding? You'll need to find out if you want to rescue your fellow

agent and escape Stoneville alive in this exciting Hidden Object Puzzle Adventure game!

See what our Beta testers had to say:

“I absolutely loved this game and would not change a thing. Beautiful visual effects, music and voices were excellent, the story line
was amazing, and the HOPS and mini games were challenging but well explained.” - Cynthia, Beta Tester

“I was hooked from the very beginning and so sad when the trial ended. The puzzles/HOP were challenging but not so difficult that
I was frustrated. The graphics were great and the audio was perfect.” - Jenna, Beta Tester
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Uncover the secrets of the mysterious mountain town of Stoneville!
Save the League of Light from the Shadow Guards in the bonus chapter

Collect hidden owls and League of Light character statues!
Earn achievements for superior game play!

Remember your journey with extras: music, art, wallpapers, and screensavers.
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Let me start by saying Dragon's Twilight isn't a bad game, it's just a matter of whether it's worth your time or not.

Let's get the obvious out of the way first; yes, default is everywhere in this game. I don't believe there's a single piece of custom
anything anywhere. Animations, Sprites, Tiles, Icons. All default. And, while I will be the first one to say that defaults doesn't
automatically equal a bad game, it does take a toll on the game for reasons I am about to get into.

Let's talk about what I liked first. Number 1: The Writing, mainly the humor. This game is hilarious and very witty and will have
you chuckling a lot as you play. It was the main motivator for me to continue playing. Though, there are a large amount of
spelling and grammatical errors throughout. Number 2: the Gear System. You see, skills don't work in this game like they do in
so many others (Level-up, get new skills, repeat). In this game, all of your skills (for the most part) come from your equipment.
This adds a new level of strategy when choosing what to equip your characters with at what times. While one piece of gear
might just have better stats than another, it also might not come with the skills you'd like to use. It was very fun system to play
around with. And finally, Number 3: Difficulty. This might seem basic, but a balanced difficulty is hard to achieve but this
game did it for the most part, at least the way I played.

Now for the not so good. Number 1: The Story. While the story isn't necessarily bad, I just found it uninteresting. Dragons
wanna kill stuff, one hero must stop them, that kinda thing we've all seen before and this game's story wasn't doing things too
unique or different to really reel me in. To it's credit though, it doesn't take itself too seriously, which is good. Number 2: Here's
the big one, the combat. Now, while the combat isn't "Spam Attack = Profit" and you will be using different commands and
items to win, it just gets SOOOO BORING after a couple hours. You'll be fighting the same group of enemies again and again (I
don't know about you but I prefer Quality over Qauntity, which this game does the opposite of), watching the same animations
play out over and over against battlers we've all seen a trillion times before. This is REALLY where custom art could've helped
a lot in spicing the game up and making the large amount of boring encounters far more interesting.

I should also mention the puzzles, which are a mixed bag. Some were fun to play around with (The Mine Cart one was my
favorite) but others are annoying and don't help the sloggy-feeling this game brings.

To summarize, this game started to feel like a chore a few hours in and that's never a good thing. I do want to say though, that
this series has potential. The addition of custom art and spicing up the encounters and combat a bit will go a long way for this
series and, according to the author, that's what he plans on doing. So, I'm very interested to see what the developer will make
now after getting some feedback. However, I found this title just too much of a slog to finish at this time.. OMG - will you work
to make this game more boring please? I mean, it's tied for tick tack toe right now and I'd like to say I've played the absolute
most boring freaking game in the world, and I've played most of them.... This game has a very high potential for getting big!

I would be very happy if there are more content on this game.

If this game would provide better graphics and more to build, find and farm, the feedback on this game would not be so
negative. I have not tested the game for a long time because it bored me after a few minutes because you have seen everything
within a few minutes.

PS: I would be very pleased if this game is finished and improved.. While this does feel like a ported mobile game, it has a good
bit of quality to it. It can be very challenging, especially if you are trying to complete all the challenges for each level. If you
liked Puzzle Quest or just puzzle games in general, give this a shot.. Papers Please anime edition
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This is a hilarous VN with full english voice acting for every character which is unique.
Has good replay value and it's well worth the price.. I just finished Girls Like Robots after 10 hours of gameplay and there is
still more to do as I have not played through the bonus levels or achieved perfect scores on all main levels. It is the perfect game
when in the mood for relaxing and casual puzzles.

What to love about Girls LIke Robots:

The humor! The storyline and narrative is wonderfully silly.

The art. It is unique, creative, and calming.

The music. It is relaxing, playful, and fits perfect with the art and overall style of the game.

As for the gameplay... the puzzles are fun and are not too repetitive, they are challenging if trying to get a perfect score
  but if not you can get through the levels pretty easily on the first or second try.

. A spot on roguelite shooter that's got just the right amount of challenge
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I was rather surpirsed that there was an upcoming Hello Kitty game whilst surfing the "upcoming releases" section. This game is
very simple but yet very fun.

You can do single races and tournaments worth of 4 races each, variety of quests, characters and options for
costumes/accessories for them which is very cute. As you proceed in the game, the more you unlock. Great thing about this
game is that you can play up to 4 players but with those in front of your screen. So far, this game overall is wonderful and is a
must get for those who love racing games like Mario Kart or Sonic Transformed, Hello Kitty fans or those who just like
anything cute :3

Hopefully the game gets more content and updates in the future as it would be nice if there was an online mode, story mode,
maybe a CG Gallery worth of images to unlock too, trading cards/emoticons for the Steam Market and possibly a save button
since I don't think there is one.. xD

Overall, I really like the game the way it is right now and for a first day release, I am amazed that there are barely any bugs or
issues except that player 2 choosing in multiplayer doesn't seem to work as in... we got the character but no confirm button for
player 2 :( oh well :3. I've been searching for a tool to manipulate polygons, and I can't find anything better than this. This is
after trying maya, mondo, and any other relevant software that is free or looks like it's aimed at poly shaping. I think I'm haivng
trouble with naming files, but I might just have to read the manual.. Oyunu Ben açıkçasıya çok beğendim tıpkı cs ye benzer
fakat bilgisayardan bilgisayara degisir ama cs ye gore çok az kasıyor grafikleri guzel oynarken beni içine cekiyorsanki ama
guncellemeler lazım. For now, I don't recommend to buy it. Maybe when there will be less bugs.. this game is AWSOME!!!!!
. Fun, simple platformer. Wallclimbs, jumps, big ups, flip kicks. Not enough flippy-flips, guess we still need to go get Shadow.
Movement feels tight, enemies act as classic platformer obstacles, music is a little repetitive (but not bad in and of itself).
Infinite Tatsumaki mandatory to get around? Ok.. Hare In The Hat is a nice and short puzzle game. You solve puzzles that
unlock compartments in objects and reveal items used to solve further puzzles. I would liken it to The Room, in terms of its core
gameplay. The only problem is that it is far shorter and costs more than The Room. When I say that the Hare In The Hat is
short, I mean that it will only take you roughly a single hour to complete the entire game, without any walkthrough or knowledge
of what you have to do. On top of that, more than half of that time will be spent on one single puzzle - the sliding puzzle.

The achievements all follow linear progression... except for one, which has a *really* strange twist. One of the achievements
you *have* to obtain last if you want 100% completion. It marks your account as a cheater, and from that point on you will
*never* be able to get the other achievements, even after completely reinstalling the game! I have over 1,000 games in my
library, and have *never* seen this in any other game. I am *not* a fan of this strange decision!

This game was initially made for iPhone, as is evident in the screenshot which is randomly included at the end of the trailer
video. Simply porting a game from iPhone to Steam and charging $2 for it is a bit much. They didn't even do a good job with
the port. The only option is full-screen, which renders strangely on my laptop. It *is* possible to change the resolution by piping
through a launch command, but if this functionality is available... why couldn't they add an option *in-game*?

In summary, Hare In The Hat is a fun game, but considering how short it is, it is really not worth the price. Be *vary* wary of
this game if you are a completionist! I got it as part of a bundle, and if you are lucky enough to, it's well worth giving a shot. If
you are looking for a standalone puzzle game however, I'd have to recommend The Room instead.

There is a post about the 'Cheater' achievement over at 
http://steamcommunity.com/app/359810/discussions/0/487870763300646350/. Having read it I have serious doubts as to the
integrity of the intentions of the developers of Hare In The Hat. "If you cheated once and spit on my efforts on making this
game, I see no reason to make anything for you. No game reset should clean it. If you don't like it - don't cheat... That's my
game and if you don't like my rules - get you refund and get out" - Nomad (a developer)

*Purely* based on Nomad's comments in that thread I am not only giving Hare In The Hat a negative review, but actively
recommend that no-one gives these developers any money. Treating paying customers like that is deplorable.
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